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Abstract: How quickly can a driver perceive a critical hazard on or near the road? Evidence 17 

from vision research suggests that static scene perception is fast and holistic, but does this apply 18 

in dynamic road environments? Understanding how quickly drivers can perceive hazards in 19 

moving scenes is essential because it improves driver safety now, and will enable autonomous 20 

vehicles to work safely with drivers in the future. This paper describes a new, publicly-available 21 

set of videos, the Road Hazard Stimuli, and a study assessing how quickly participants in the 22 

laboratory can detect and correctly respond to briefly presented hazards in them. We performed 23 

this laboratory experiment with a group of younger (20-25 years) and older (55-69 years) drivers, 24 

and found that while both groups only required brief views of the scene, older drivers required 25 

significantly longer to both detect (220 ms, younger; 403 ms, older) and correctly respond to 26 

hazards (388 ms younger; 605 ms older). Our results indicate that participants can perceive the 27 

scene and detect hazards holistically, without serially searching the scene, and can understand 28 

the scene and hazard sufficiently well to respond adequately with only slightly longer viewing 29 

durations.  30 

 31 

  32 
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Introduction 33 

 All drivers require visual information about the environment around them in order to 34 

drive safely (Schieber, Schlorholtz, & McCall, 2008; Sivak, 1996; Spence & Ho, 2008). For 35 

example, detecting road hazards, such as a moose walking into the road, requires vision. While 36 

drivers of traditional, manually-controlled vehicles must utilize this information to drive safely, 37 

their needs shift in autonomous vehicles. In particular, autonomous vehicles may request or 38 

require the driver to take over manual control of the vehicle (Gold, Damböck, Lorenz, & 39 

Bengler, 2013; Mackenzie & Harris, 2015; Samuel & Fisher, 2015; Samuel, Borowsky, 40 

Zilberstein, & Fisher, 2016) and these requests may either be planned takeovers (e.g., an 41 

approaching exit) or unexpected takeovers requiring a near-instant response. If autonomous 42 

vehicles are to be safe additions to the road, we must understand how quickly drivers can 43 

perceive their environment, and in particular, how quickly they can perceive and correctly 44 

respond to hazards. However, previous work on hazard perception has focused on drivers’ need 45 

to search for hazards (c.f., (Crundall, 2016)). Given that search in road scenes is often thought to 46 

be a serial process (Underwood, Crundall, & Chapman, 2002), is it always necessary for hazard 47 

perception, or is some hazard perception holistic (Benda & Hoyos, 1983), and can drivers do it in 48 

a single glance? If a moose walks out of the woods towards the road, do you need to search for it, 49 

or do you notice it as soon as it exits the trees? 50 

 In planned takeovers, properly designed systems will ensure drivers have the time 51 

necessary to be fully aware of the roadway and the larger operating context prior to assuming 52 

control. However, in unanticipated handoff or takeover situations, it is likely that the driver will 53 

need to respond to an imminent hazard in the roadway. Note that there are some differences 54 

between the two; in an unanticipated handoff, the driver is forced to take control by the vehicle, 55 

and in a takeover situation, the driver chooses to of their own volition. However, both of these 56 

situations require the driver to rapidly understand their environment in order to take control. 57 

While drivers’ ability to perceive hazards has been the focus of a considerable body of research 58 

(Brown & Groeger, 1988; McKenna & Crick, 1994; Pelz & Krupat, 1974), it is often understood 59 

that drivers must search for hazards in order to perceive them (Crundall & Underwood, 1998;  60 

Underwood, 2007; Underwood et al., 2002). In particular, much of this work operationalizes 61 

hazard detection by requiring the driver to look directly at the hazard, rather than asking if they 62 

can detect a change the driver believes to be hazardous. Such an operationalization lends itself to 63 
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search-based explanations, because in order to look at the hazard, the driver must determine 64 

where the hazard is in the scene. More broadly, this view of hazard detection is often linked to 65 

results showing that expert drivers’ eye movements cover more of the scene than novice drivers 66 

(Mourant & Rockwell, 1972). In turn, this is thought to reflect expert drivers searching for 67 

hazards and, implicitly, their need to attend to hazards to perceive them (Ranney, 1994). As a 68 

consequence, expert drivers, because they scan the scene more broadly than novice drivers, are 69 

likely to be better at detecting emerging hazards, such as moose walking into the road. 70 

This view of driver information acquisition is often framed in terms of visual attention, 71 

particularly Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), which has been 72 

interpreted by human factors research as requiring the driver to attend to an object to have any 73 

awareness of it. If so, you would be unaware of the moose unless you attended to it, implicitly 74 

limiting awareness in and around the road. If attention is required for awareness, how, then, can 75 

you attend to something you are not aware of, and how impoverished is our awareness? One 76 

potential solution that researchers have suggested is for the moose to capture attention 77 

(Theeuwes, 1994). In Feature Integration Theory, basic features are available for basic 78 

processing without attention; the moose might move in a way that deviates from surrounding 79 

motion, leading it to “pop out”, drawing attention, which allows it to be recognized as a moose 80 

and as a threat (Royden, Wolfe, & Klempen, 2001). Alternatively, the moose might capture 81 

attention precisely because it poses a threat, analogous to speeded detection of threatening 82 

objects (Blanchette, 2006; Subra, Muller, Fourgassie, Chauvin, & Alexopoulos, 2017; Williams, 83 

Palmer, Liddell, Le Song, & Gordon, 2006), which suggests that considerable processing of 84 

unattended stimuli might occur without attention or awareness.  If, on the other hand, you know 85 

to be on the lookout for moose, and guide your attention (J. M. Wolfe, 1994) to detect them 86 

when they appear, this likely increases your awareness of wandering moose. While such a 87 

process may be beneficial if you know you need to search for wandering moose, the ability to 88 

guide attention is not unlimited (J. M. Wolfe & Horowitz, 2017), and the potential class of road 89 

hazards includes many possibilities beyond wandering moose. Overall, this notion that the driver 90 

needs to attend as a precondition for awareness leaves open the following question: does the 91 

driver need to search the scene to find hazards, become aware of them, and act, or can they 92 

detect hazards holistically, at a glance, and use this information to plan responses? 93 
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 Within basic research on scene perception, there is strong evidence that visual perception 94 

does not rely solely on serial deployments of attention. Rather, research on getting the gist of a 95 

scene (Navon, 1977; Oliva & Torralba, 2006), the information available in a single glance, 96 

suggest that scenes are perceived holistically, with attention required only as necessary to refine 97 

details. This is in contrast to the view that one needs to attend to each object in the scene in order 98 

to perceive them (Treisman & Gelade, 1980), and then builds a scene piecewise from the 99 

attended objects (Mourant & Rockwell, 1972; Theeuwes, 1994). Results on scene gist prompted 100 

Treisman to rework Feature Integration Theory to include distributed attention (Treisman, 2006), 101 

which gathers information in parallel across the visual field. In this version of the theory, 102 

distributed attention enables perception of scene gist, which is then augmented by foveal 103 

attention driven in part by that gist information. Critically, the information extracted from the 104 

scene in 75 ms (Greene & Oliva, 2009a), the gist of the scene, is sufficient to classify the kind of 105 

scene. While classifying scenes as city or highway is fast, determining scene navigability 106 

(whether the path or road that is shown can be traversed) takes little additional time and can be 107 

accomplished with a viewing duration of 100 ms (Greene & Oliva, 2009b). Furthermore, there is 108 

significant evidence that gist perception can include the extraction of an abnormality signal; for 109 

example, the knowledge that something is wrong. Radiologists can correctly classify 110 

mammograms as containing abnormalities with less than 500 ms of viewing time (Evans, 111 

Georgian-Smith, Tambouret, Birdwell, & Wolfe, 2013; Evans, Haygood, Cooper, Culpan, & 112 

Wolfe, 2016), and there exists some evidence for similar abilities in hazard perception (Benda & 113 

Hoyos, 1983; Crundall, 2016). Critically, for studying hazard detection in driving, radiologists 114 

detect abnormality even though they often do not know the location of the lesion (Evans et al., 115 

2013; 2016). If radiologists can detect abnormalities even if they cannot localize them, it 116 

suggests to us that drivers might be able to use a similar process for hazard detection, in contrast 117 

to theories which require them to localize hazards before they can be noticed. More broadly, 118 

these results in visual search suggests that we should be wary of laboratory tasks that require 119 

participants to name, identify, fixate, or otherwise localize a road hazard, since the driver might 120 

be sufficiently aware of it to respond, even if their localization is imprecise. Together, these 121 

results suggest that the visual system can very quickly extract information from across the visual 122 

field, that awareness is not limited to the current focus of attention, and that a driver might be 123 

able to detect an approaching moose very quickly indeed. 124 
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 However, prior research on perceiving the gist of an image has exclusively used static 125 

images. Work on hazard perception has used video stimuli, but it has focused on the driver’s 126 

need to search for hazards, operationalized as the participant looking directly at the hazard as an 127 

assumed precondition for awareness (Alberti, Shahar, & Crundall, 2014; Crundall, 2016; 128 

Crundall & Underwood, 1998; Crundall et al., 2012). However, Benda and Hoyos used static 129 

images in their hazard perception task, and found that drivers had little difficulty in immediately 130 

classifying and sorting static images by whether they contained a hazardous situation or not, 131 

suggesting a more holistic process (Benda & Hoyos, 1983); similar results have been reported 132 

recently by Huestegge and Bokler (2016). Other research in this area (Alberti et al., 2014) has 133 

used simulated environments, which may not represent the road environment accurately, and, as 134 

a consequence, behavioral responses to these simulated environments may not be representative 135 

of real-world behavior (Spence & Ho, 2015). In contrast, we ask how quickly drivers can detect 136 

and respond to hazards in moving scenes, without making them search for, fixate, and identify 137 

those hazards. Our approach bears some resemblance to the Hazard Perception Task developed 138 

by McKenna and Crick, but with two critical differences: first, they used a continuous-response 139 

hazard measure (drawing on the work of (Pelz & Krupat, 1974) and second, they focused on 140 

distinguishing between expert and novice drivers through response latency relative to events in 141 

the scene (McKenna & Crick, 1994). While this work is revealing, it illuminates the relative 142 

hazard detection criteria used by expert and novice drivers, rather than determining how long 143 

they would require to perceive and understand the road scene.  144 

 To facilitate this work, we developed a set of videos from real-world hazardous situations 145 

(the Road Hazard Stimuli, detailed in Methods). Participants view brief video clips, and either 146 

assess whether they holistically perceived a hazard or, in separate trials, what action they would 147 

take to evade that hazard. Given the evidence from classification of radiological images that 148 

abnormality information is available very quickly (with stimulus durations of 500 ms or less 149 

(Evans et al., 2016)), we posited that participants with driving experience might be able to 150 

extract a similar signal from videos of hazardous situations. Our aim was to probe the speed with 151 

which holistic perception and understanding of hazards in brief videos take place in a driving 152 

context, and more broadly to probe human ability to extract essential information from video of a 153 

dynamic real-world scene. 154 

  155 
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Materials and Methods 156 

 157 

Participants 158 

A total of 49 participants between the ages of 20 and 69 years old with one year or more 159 

of driving experience were recruited for this study from the MIT AgeLab’s participant 160 

recruitment pool. Ten participants were excluded from the final analysis: three were excluded 161 

due to equipment failures during data collection, and an additional seven were excluded due to 162 

an inability to fit their data from one or more of the experimental conditions to a psychometric 163 

function (see Analysis). Six of the seven participants excluded for this reason generated data in 164 

the detection condition that could not be fit, meaning that their starting threshold in the hazard 165 

evasion condition did not reflect their individual performance on the hazard detection task, but 166 

rather used the default value (see Task Conditions for details of these tasks). As a consequence, 167 

their data in the hazard evasion task would not have been comparable to that of participants 168 

whose data could be fit on the hazard detection task, and their data was removed. All participants 169 

had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity, as assessed using the Federal Aviation 170 

Administration’s test for near acuity (Form 8500-1), and the Snellen Eye Chart for distance 171 

acuity. Given the aging driving population and the ways in which visual perception changes with 172 

age (Owsley, 2011), we made a point of recruiting both older and younger drivers for this study. 173 

In pilot data, we estimated a within-subject main effect of video task across three levels (the cue-174 

locked detection, response-locked detection, and evasion tasks, respectively) of Cohen's f = 0.79, 175 

corresponding to an approximately 165 ms average difference in thresholds across all pairs of 176 

conditions. Power calculations indicated that a minimum of 8 observers was required to detect 177 

this main effect at 95% power. All data reported were from a final set of 39 participants, with the 178 

younger participants ranging from 20-35 years old (19 total; 8 women and 11 men; mean age, 179 

25.7 years, SD, 3.71 years) and the older participants ranging from 55-69 years old (20 total; 10 180 

women and 10 men, mean age, 63.7 years, SD, 3.86 years). All participants provided written 181 

informed consent prior to participation as required by MIT’s Committee on the Use of Humans 182 

as Experimental Subjects, in accordance with the Common Rule (45 CFR part 46) and were 183 

compensated $40 for their time. 184 

 185 

Apparatus 186 
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Stimuli were presented using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and Psychtoolbox-3 187 

(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a 46” Sony Bravia HDTV (102 cm × 57 cm panel size; 1920 × 188 

1080 pixel resolution and 60 Hz refresh rate) at an approximate viewing distance of 55-60 cm. 189 

The videos were shown on a gray background and subtended approximately 78º horizontally and 190 

44º vertically at this viewing distance, where the road scene would subtend approximately the 191 

same visual angle it would for a driver. Head position was unconstrained, to approximate the 192 

driving experience, and the room was dimly illuminated, but not dark. To further increase 193 

realism and foster immersion (c.f. (Levy, Pashler, & Boer, 2006)), participants were provided 194 

with a wheel and pedal set (Apex Racing Wheel, connected to the stimulus computer over USB, 195 

and reporting as a gamepad device within Psychtoolbox), and used the pedals or wheel to make 196 

their responses (see Procedure). 197 

 198 

Stimuli 199 

 The Road Hazard Stimuli set (available via the Open Science Framework at 200 

https://osf.io/uq6pc/) developed for this study comprises 503 8-second egocentric dashcam 201 

videos. The set includes 253 hazardous situation videos, which contain the events leading to a 202 

collision or near-collision event, broadly construed, and 250 non-hazardous situation videos. 203 

Videos were sourced from YouTube (in collaboration with the Moments project at MIT; 204 

(Monfort et al., 2019)) and were individually selected to avoid excessive in-frame text, hazard 205 

highlighting (e.g. added text or symbols to point out the hazard), and changes in frame rate. 206 

Videos were selected to include a wide variety of road environments (e.g., city streets, highway 207 

environments, rural roads), weather conditions, and forward-approach hazards. Critically, all 208 

hazards are visible from the camera position looking at the road ahead, although camera 209 

viewpoint varies from video to video. The primary goal in selecting videos for inclusion was to 210 

maximize the variability of hazards represented (e.g., uncontrolled objects, pedestrians, 211 

uncontrolled vehicles, loss of vehicle control), with the secondary consideration of varying the 212 

road environments and other conditions visible in the video. After downloading, videos were 213 

cropped to 8000 ms in duration for hazard and non-hazard videos, and the audio was removed 214 

for all videos. To control for environmental factors, when possible we extracted non-hazardous 215 

videos from epochs in the hazardous source video at least ten seconds prior to the emergence of 216 

the hazard (178 of 250 videos in set). The remaining 72 non-hazardous situation videos in the set 217 
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were taken from videos which did not contain a hazard used in the final stimulus set. Critical 218 

timepoints in the hazardous situation videos were annotated as described below. 219 

 The 253 hazardous situation videos in the Road Hazard Stimuli set were annotated by 220 

three annotators (one experimenter plus two additional annotators who were naïve as to the goals 221 

of the study but trained to annotate driving behavior); any differences in the double-annotated 222 

data were mediated by the same experimenter who annotated the videos. For this study, we 223 

annotated two necessary timepoints (see Figure 1a): (1) the timepoint where there is the first 224 

visible deviation of the hazardous object from its normal state, in other words, the object has 225 

deviated from a non-threatening trajectory, and (2) the first point at which the driver’s response 226 

is visible in the dashcam footage. The time of first visible deviation is the first time that the 227 

hazardous object can be seen to be moving in a way that is a cause for concern (e.g., a car 228 

starting to veer into the driver’s lane; see event video 37); prior to this point, there is no visible 229 

indication that the object requires any more attention by the driver than any other object in the 230 

scene. A hazard did not need to physically enter the driver’s lane of travel to be coded as the first 231 

visible deviation. In some videos, this point of first visible deviation corresponds to the first time 232 

that the object becomes visible in the footage (e.g., a deer running into the road; see event video 233 

20). The first moment of driver response is when the driver slowed (braking), or began to swerve 234 

to the left or right to evade the hazard, as visible in the video; video from after that point in time 235 

included both the hazard and the driver’s response, and was never seen by participants. 236 

Annotators also provided, based on the footage between these two timepoints, what they 237 

believed to be the ideal evasion response, based on the information they had from the video. This 238 

non-temporal annotation was limited to braking, swerving left or swerving right; these 239 

annotations accounted for 81.3%, 10.3%, and 8.3% of the hazardous situation videos, 240 

respectively. All annotators viewed the hazardous situation videos independently, and the 241 

experimenter assessed and moderated all annotations once this was completed to generate a final 242 

set of annotated time points. The mediated annotations are available for research use as part of 243 

the Road Hazard Stimuli. 244 

 245 

Procedure 246 

 We measured the minimum video duration necessary to perceive hazard-related 247 

information, varying the task (see Task Conditions) and the time points that the video clips 248 
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started from (see Temporal Conditions). Regardless of condition, each trial followed the same 249 

sequence of events (Figure 2). Participants were first shown a white noise luminance mask 250 

covering the same area on the display as the video, with a green cross (2º x 2º; line width: 0.4º) 251 

centered on the mask. Given the large size of the display, we presented the cross to orient 252 

participants to the center of the videos, but gave them no specific instructions on where to fixate. 253 

This was displayed for 250 ms, immediately followed by the video for that trial. The video 254 

duration on a given trial was set according to a staircase, with separate staircases for each 255 

combination of task and temporal condition (see Staircase Control). The video was followed by 256 

a second white noise mask and cross for 250 ms, after which time participants were free to 257 

respond as dictated by the task condition (hazard detection or hazard evasion). Note that there 258 

was no delay between the offset of the video and the onset of the mask to limit the amount of 259 

time participants could extract information from the video to the true duration. Responses made 260 

during either the video duration or post-stimulus mask were not recorded; responses were only 261 

logged following the post-stimulus mask. Following the response, the experiment advanced to 262 

the next trial after a 500 ms blank inter-trial interval. 263 

 264 

Task Conditions 265 

Participants completed each of the two task conditions in separate blocks of trials. The 266 

first block consisted of the hazard detection task (Figure 2a), in which participants reported 267 

whether they perceived a hazard in the video shown. They were not told what form the hazard 268 

might take, only that it might appear, and could include vehicles attempting to enter their lane of 269 

travel, objects falling on the road, or animals entering the road, as examples. Hazards were 270 

present in 50% of the trials, and participants were instructed to respond as quickly and as 271 

accurately as possible, using the accelerator pedal to indicate they had not perceived a hazardous 272 

situation, and the brake to indicate that they had perceived a hazard. Hazards are far more 273 

prevalent in this experiment than on the road, which allowed us to determine participants’ 274 

viewing duration thresholds with a minimum of trials. Our approach bears some similarities to 275 

the Hazard Perception Task developed by McKenna and Crick (McKenna & Crick, 1994), but 276 

rather than using a continuous measure of perceived hazard, we used a two alternative forced 277 

choice paradigm, and determined the threshold display duration necessary to discriminate 278 

between hazard and no-hazard at 80% correct. Prior to completing the hazard detection task, 279 
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participants did 20 practice trials to familiarize themselves with the pedal response and the 280 

timing of the experiment. In the practice trials, video duration was fixed at 750 ms, and 281 

participants were given visual feedback on their performance (the text “Correct” or “Incorrect” 282 

in green or red, respectively). After the practice trials, participants completed 200 trials without 283 

feedback (100 each for the cue-locked and response-locked conditions; see Temporal 284 

Conditions) with breaks every 50 trials. This took approximately 15 minutes for participants to 285 

complete. 286 

Next, participants completed the hazard evasion task (Figure 2b), in which they were 287 

asked whether they would swerve left or right to evade the hazard shown in each new video. 288 

Since the majority of hazards in the stimulus set (81.3%) were coded as requiring a braking 289 

response, participants’ responses would have been predominantly braking if we had allowed for 290 

both braking and steering responses in the evasion task, and braking may be an acceptable 291 

response even for a number of videos in which the ideal response would be to steer. To avoid 292 

participants simply hitting the brakes on every trial, rather than truly judging every hazard, we 293 

exclusively used stimuli coded as requiring a steering response in the hazard evasion task. 294 

Hazards varied significantly, as in the hazard detection task, but had been coded by annotators as 295 

requiring a steering maneuver to evade, rather than braking. This represented approximately 19% 296 

of the hazardous situation videos in the Road Hazard Stimuli set. In the hazard evasion task, 297 

participants were not permitted to use the foot pedals, and were only permitted to respond with 298 

the wheel, having been told that they did not have the option to brake. Hazard evasion trials had 299 

a 100% hazard prevalence, equally split between hazards which required a left or right swerve. 300 

Again, this does not reflect the prevalence of abrupt steering responses in actual driving, but is 301 

necessary to determine the perceptual thresholds that were the focus of this study. Videos were 302 

never repeated between the detection and the evasion tasks. Participants first completed six 303 

practice trials with visual feedback, followed by 36 experimental trials with no feedback. The 304 

hazard evasion task took participants approximately 5 minutes to complete. 305 

 306 

Temporal Conditions 307 

In the cue-locked condition (used only with the hazard detection task; Figure 1b, upper), 308 

participants were shown 200 ms of video from immediately prior to the first visible deviation 309 

timepoint, to provide the gist of the scene prior to any visual indication of the hazard. This 310 
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context duration was chosen to exceed the threshold required for accurate perception of static 311 

scene gist (Greene & Oliva, 2009b), since our stimuli were video, not still images. This was 312 

followed by a variable duration of video from after that timepoint. For example, if, in a given 313 

hazardous situation video, the first visible deviation was at 2500 ms into the video, and the 314 

staircased duration for that trial was 300 ms, the participant would have been shown a segment 315 

from the hazardous situation video running from 2300 to 2800 ms (200 ms of context, followed 316 

by 300 ms of hazardous situation). Also, based on pilot testing, participants were never shown 317 

more than 1000 ms of video in any one trial in the cue-locked condition, and never saw video 318 

past the point of driver response. This was ensured by randomly selecting each video (without 319 

replacement) from the set of videos that had a cue-to-response duration greater than or equal to 320 

the staircased duration value for that trial.  321 

In the response-locked condition (used with both the hazard detection and hazard evasion 322 

tasks; Figure 1b, lower), participants were shown video ending at the point at which the driver of 323 

the vehicle began to respond, and beginning sometime after the first visible deviation. If, for 324 

example, the driver in a hazardous situation video had begun to respond at 4300 ms into the 325 

video, and the staircased duration value for a given trial was 450 ms, the participant would have 326 

been shown video from 3850-4300 ms in the 8000 ms video. Participants were never shown 327 

more than 1000 ms of video in the response-locked condition, and never saw video past the point 328 

of driver response. No neutral context video could be provided, because the changes in the scene 329 

are already occurring (see Figure 1b). 330 

 331 
 332 
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Figure 1: Illustration of Annotations and Temporal Conditions. (a) In the first panel (“First 333 
Deviation Cue”) the trailer of the vehicle to the right has begun to tilt beyond the degree 334 
expected in normal driving, thus becoming the first visual indication of a potential hazard in the 335 
scene. In the second (“Driver Responds”), the trailer has tilted irrecoverably, and in the footage, 336 
the driver of the dashcam vehicle has begun to brake. The ideal action annotation exclusively 337 
used footage from between these timepoints for each video, and coded whether the annotator 338 
believed the hazard was best evaded by braking or turning to the left or right. (b) Visualizing 339 
where video for the cue-locked (on top, in orange) and the response-locked (bottom, in violet) 340 
was sourced from each hazardous situation video in the set, relative to annotated timepoints. 341 
 342 

Staircase Control 343 

 For every trial in either the hazard detection or hazard evasion task, across cue-locked or 344 

response-locked conditions, stimulus duration was controlled by an independent three-down / 345 

one-up adaptive staircase, which held performance to approximately 80%. In the hazard 346 

detection task, there were two independent staircases, one for the cue-locked trials, and one for 347 

the response-locked trials, which were randomly interleaved. Both of these staircases started with 348 

the same initial stimulus duration (750 ms), but varied independently based on participant 349 

performance. Staircase step size was initially 167 ms, and decreased by 25% every 3 reversals, 350 

with a minimum possible value of 33 ms. In the hazard detection task, stimulus duration 351 

increased or decreased in response to incorrect or correct responses, respectively, using 352 

responses from all trials. In the hazard evasion task, the same staircase rule (three down, one up) 353 

was used, but the starting duration, rather than being fixed, was determined for each participant 354 

by taking the mean of all reversals in the response-locked hazard detection task, to start each 355 

participant at the duration they required to accurately detect hazards and reduce the total number 356 

of trials required in the evasion task. The hazard evasion task was only run with response-locked 357 

stimuli, because the correct response is only meaningful relative to the end of the stimulus 358 

window; in other words, a response that might be plausible with earlier information may prove to 359 

be a poor choice as the hazard evolves. Correct and incorrect responses for the hazard evasion 360 

task were determined relative to coding of the ideal response for the stimulus; for example, did 361 

the participant’s response agree or disagree with the annotated ideal response. 362 
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 363 
Figure 2: Stimulus sequence for (a) hazard detection and (b) hazard evasion tasks. Each trial 364 
began with a 250 ms pre-stimulus mask, followed by the video clip, followed by a 250 ms post-365 
stimulus mask, followed by the participant’s response (pedals in the hazard detection condition; 366 
wheel in the hazard evasion condition).  367 
 368 

Analysis 369 

 Responses from each participant in each condition were fit to a two-parameter cumulative 370 

normal distribution (mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ) using maximum likelihood estimation 371 

in R (version 3.5.0), with chance and ceiling performance fixed at 50% and 100%, respectively. 372 

Seven participants had poor psychometric fits in at least one of the three conditions, with little or 373 

no relationship between stimulus duration and performance, and were removed from the 374 

analysis. These participants had a fitted linear slope of < .05 (i.e., an increase in accuracy of less 375 

than 5% per 1000 ms of video clip duration) and 80% thresholds outside the range of 0 - 1500 376 

ms in at least one condition. Six of the seven participants whose data was excluded for this 377 

reason had poor fits in the hazard detection task, which meant they completed the hazard evasion 378 

task with the default starting value for the staircase, rather than one based on their performance 379 

in the detection task, and their data cannot be compared to other participants. The remaining 380 

participants’ individual 80% performance thresholds were extracted from these fits and analyzed 381 

with a 3 (condition: detection task & cue-locked, detection task & response-locked, or evasion 382 

task & response-locked) x 2 (age) x 2 (gender) mixed-model ANOVA using the AFEX package 383 
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(0.20-a). Gender was included as a potential factor due to evidence for gender-based effects on 384 

driving tasks in older participants (Owsley & McGwin, 2010). Video condition was a within-385 

participants factor, and age group and gender were between-participant factors. Values are 386 

reported using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction for sphericity. Reaction times were logged 387 

when the response was made (pedal depression for the hazard detection task, wheel turning for 388 

the hazard evasion task), and for reaction time analyses, reaction times in excess of 5000 ms 389 

were removed from the analysis (0.4% of trials removed) and were only calculated for correct 390 

trials. Because the difference in task between hazard detection (pedal response) and hazard 391 

evasion (wheel) precludes any comparison in reaction time across the two tasks, mean reaction 392 

times were analyzed with separate 2 (age) x 2 (gender) ANOVAs, one for the hazard detection 393 

task and one for the hazard evasion task. 394 

 395 

Code Availability 396 

All stimulus code, analysis code and anonymized data are available from Open Science 397 

Framework, at https://osf.io/cen28/. 398 

 399 

Results 400 

Fitted Thresholds 401 

We observed a significant main effect of task between hazard detection (Figure 3) and 402 

hazard evasion (Figure 4), F(1.82, 63.701) = 13.327, p < 0.0001, hp
2 = 0.28, with thresholds 403 

lower in the hazard detection task (younger participants, 220 ms, SD, 33 ms; older participants 404 

403 ms, SD, 44 ms) compared to the hazard evasion task (younger participants, 388 ms, SD, 72 405 

ms, older participants 605 ms, SD, 62 ms), indicating that longer viewing durations are needed 406 

for evasion than for detection. Using the Tukey method for pairwise comparisons, we observed 407 

significant differences between the cue-locked and response-locked conditions within the hazard 408 

detection task (p < .0001; see Figure 3), which is unsurprising since the cue-locked trials always 409 

had 200 ms of leading contextual video whereas the response-locked trials did not. We also 410 

observed a significant difference between the response-locked condition in the hazard detection 411 

task and the response-locked condition in the hazard evasion task (p = 0.0005). We also observed 412 

a significant main effect of age, F(1,35) = 13.143, p = 0.0009, hp
2 = 0.27, with higher thresholds 413 

for older than younger participants. We did not observe a main effect of gender F(1,35) = 0.31, p 414 
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= 0.58, hp
2 = 0.008. We observed no significant interactions between age and gender (F(1,35) = 415 

0.004, p = 0.95, hp
2 = 0.0001), age and task F(1.82, 63.701) = 0.057, p = 0.93, hp

2 = 0.001 or 416 

gender and task F(1.82, 63.701) = 1.38, p = 0.26, hp
2 = 0.037. 417 

 418 

 419 
Figure 3: Hazard detection task, mean duration thresholds. (a) Mean thresholds for younger 420 
(crimson; left bars) and older (teal; right bars) participants in the cue-locked hazard detection 421 
task, showing a significant difference in mean threshold by age. (b) Mean thresholds for younger 422 
and older participants in the response-locked hazard detection task, showing a significant 423 
difference in mean threshold by age. (c) Thresholds from (a and b), labeled by condition, (CL for 424 
cue-locked, RL for response-locked) with the 200 ms of context removed from the mean 425 
threshold from the cue-locked condition. Notice the lack of a significant difference between the 426 
two conditions, indicating the relatively uniformly informative nature of the information within 427 
the cue to response window. Error bars are standard error of the mean. 428 
 429 

 430 
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Figure 4: Hazard evasion task, mean duration thresholds. Mean thresholds for younger (crimson, 431 
left bar) and older (teal, right bar) participants are significantly higher than those in the hazard 432 
detection condition. Error bars are standard error of the mean.  433 
 434 

Reaction Time 435 

 In the hazard detection task, we found no significant effect of age on correct reaction time 436 

relative to stimulus onset, F(1,35) = 0.47, p = 0.50, hp
2 = 0.013 (reaction time for younger 437 

participants, 1210 ms, SD, 47 ms; for older participants, 1180 ms, SD, 50 ms; Figure 5a). We 438 

additionally found no significant effect of gender on reaction time in the hazard detection task, 439 

F(1,35) = 0.15, p = 0.70, hp
2 = 0.004. In the hazard evasion task, we found the same pattern, with 440 

no effect of age on reaction time, F(1,35) = 1.18, p = 0.28, hp
2 = 0.032 (reaction time for younger 441 

participants, 870 ms, SD, 84 ms; for older participants, 950 ms, SD, 50 ms; Figure 5b). We also 442 

saw no significant effect of gender on reaction time in the evasion task, F(1,35) = 1.76 p = 0.19, 443 

hp
2 = 0.05. 444 

 445 
Figure 5: Mean reaction time for hazard detection (a) and hazard evasion (b), measured from 446 
stimulus onset. Mean reaction times for younger (crimson, left bar) and older (teal, right bar); 447 
mean reaction times are not significantly different within tasks. Note that response modalities 448 
changed between the hazard detection (a) and hazard evasion (b) tasks, and reaction times are, 449 
therefore, not comparable between tasks. Error bars are standard error of the mean. 450 
 451 

Discussion 452 

 In the context of this experiment, drivers can detect hazards when presented with 453 

extremely brief video durations (220 ms for younger participants; 403 ms for older participants), 454 

which is not much longer than the display times necessary to perceive the gist of a static scene. 455 
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This suggests that a holistic process operates to detecting hazards in dynamic scenes, similar to 456 

previous results in holistic hazard detection (Benda & Hoyos, 1983; Huestegge & Böckler, 2016) 457 

and single-glance search of radiological images (Evans et al., 2016). Moreover, participants did 458 

not appear to benefit from prior contextual information in making this determination. This is in 459 

contrast to the hazard perception literature, which suggests that drivers need to understand the 460 

scene first before they could search it for likely hazards (Crundall, 2016). When we account for 461 

the contextual footage provided in the cue-locked condition (200 ms) we find no difference in 462 

the thresholds between the cue-locked and response-locked conditions. An alternate explanation 463 

for the results we observe would be that the greater informativeness of the response-locked video 464 

nearly-perfectly cancelled out the less-informative cue-locked videos with the addition of 200 ms 465 

of contextual video. While there may be subthreshold hazard cues before the annotated first 466 

deviation (a question we will address in future work), since these cues were not picked up in 467 

annotation suggests they are likely to be subtle and may be only minimally informative. Given 468 

this, it is likely that sufficient contextual information can be extracted simultaneously with the 469 

holistic hazard signal, rather than requiring prior context to notice the emergence of the hazard. 470 

In addition, mean reaction times (1180 - 1210 ms) in the hazard detection task are very similar to 471 

the mean brake reaction time reported by Green in a meta-analysis of on-road braking behavior 472 

in response to various events, who reports a mean brake reaction time of 1300 ms for 473 

unanticipated events (Green, 2000). This similarly suggests to us that drivers may respond on-474 

road on a similar timeframe as we observed in the laboratory, although hazards on the road are 475 

far less prevalent than they were in this experiment.  476 

Overall, our hazard detection task results and the brevity of participants’ thresholds, 477 

indicate that drivers are able to accurately detect hazards without needing to search the scene. 478 

Notably, our results agree with prior work on holistic detection of road hazards (Benda & Hoyos, 479 

1983), indicating that drivers can detect hazards without overtly searching for them. This is in 480 

contrast to accounts in hazard perception which assume that attention and overt shifts of gaze are 481 

preconditions for awareness of hazards (Alberti et al., 2014; Underwood et al., 2002; 482 

Underwood, Phelps, & Wright, 2005), and the idea that drivers must always search their 483 

environment (Mourant & Rockwell, 1972). It is important to note that while the fundamental 484 

capabilities of the human visual system can enable fast hazard detection in some circumstances, 485 

we in no way suggests that drivers do not need to scan the environment broadly to enable early 486 
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hazard detection, since such expertise-driven scanning behavior can only benefit drivers’ ability 487 

to detect hazards. 488 

 In the hazard evasion task, we find longer thresholds (388 ms for younger participants; 489 

605 ms for older participants). Given the change in task, this is expected, because choosing to 490 

steer to the left or right encompasses a need both to accurately localize the hazard within the 491 

scene and to better understand the situation, for instance, the locations of other vehicles that 492 

might impact one’s decision of which way to turn. This likely requires a more detailed 493 

understanding of the scene than simply detecting an abnormality signal (and is likely to be aided 494 

by one or more eye movements). In essence, being able to make a correct steering response to 495 

evade the hazard in a given video requires the participant to not only know that the hazard is 496 

present (as in the hazard detection task), but also to have some knowledge of where the hazard 497 

was, and where they might be able to steer to avoid it, relative to other objects and hazards in the 498 

scene. For example, if a moose is walking into the road from the right, and a vehicle is in the 499 

opposite lane, the driver must swerve to the right-hand shoulder to evade both the moose and the 500 

other vehicle. Of course, on the road a driver would have more information than what 501 

participants were provided in our study, both from their side mirrors and from multimodal 502 

sources, which might facilitate detecting such a hazard. The pattern in our results, with increased 503 

stimulus duration thresholds when the participants is acquiring information to plan a steering 504 

response rather than a detection response, is similar to results on takeovers in simulated driving 505 

(Gold et al., 2013). They found that drivers were faster to brake in abrupt handoff situations, and 506 

that when a handoff was initiated, they were slower to initiate a steering maneuver, suggesting a 507 

need for more information about the scene before they were comfortable doing so.  508 

Critically, we found no interaction with age, suggesting that the shift from simple 509 

detection to gaining sufficient understanding to evade the hazard brings with it a relatively stable 510 

increase in duration thresholds of approximately 200 ms. The increased thresholds in the evasion 511 

task, as compared to the hazard detection task, suggest a critical difference between recognizing 512 

that a hazard is present in the environment, and having sufficient information to be able to act on 513 

that knowledge. In comparison, we find no difference in reaction time between our older and 514 

younger participants in either the detection or evasion tasks, a finding which may be attributable 515 

to older drivers’ greater on-road experience, although our experimental design emphasized 516 

stimulus duration at the expense of reaction time measurement. Overall, however, perceptual 517 
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thresholds on-road may exceed estimates from our experiment, as our participants were 518 

maximally attentive, and hazards are far more prevalent in our experiment than they are on the 519 

road, although this may be attenuated by the driver’s multimodal sources of information (Spence 520 

& Ho, 2008). 521 

  Our work builds on a significant body of research with static real-world scenes, which 522 

has shown that participants can perceive the gist of a scene with brief presentations (Greene & 523 

Oliva, 2009b; Oliva & Torralba, 2006), suggesting that accounts of visual perception in driving 524 

which rely on serial attention to individual elements to comprehend a scene (Alberti et al., 2014; 525 

Crundall, 2016; Crundall, Underwood, & Chapman, 1999; 2002; Mourant & Rockwell, 1972; 526 

Underwood et al., 2002) may not adequately account for human capabilities. This work, to our 527 

knowledge, is the first to ask participants to rapidly perceive the events in a video of a real-world 528 

road scene, rather than providing a hazard embedded in a much longer video (Crundall, 2016). 529 

Unlike this previous work, however, our work focused on the stimulus duration our participants 530 

required to, respectively, detect and respond to imminent hazards, to determine how quickly 531 

drivers could acquire the necessary information for each task. 532 

 The implications of our results for our understanding driver behavior and capabilities are 533 

simple but profound: drivers can perceive aspects of their environments essentially at a glance, 534 

comprehending that hazards are present without needing to search them out, using the gist of the 535 

scene and detecting hazards holistically (Benda & Hoyos, 1983). This holistic detection of 536 

moving hazards is conceptually similar to radiologists’ ability to holistically detect cancerous 537 

aberrations in briefly presented radiological images (Evans et al., 2013; 2016). In essence, 538 

drivers are likely detecting hazard cues that do not match the rest of the scene, which may often 539 

be atypical motion (e.g., the moose walking into the road on an orthogonal vector to the vehicle) 540 

or a deviation as comparatively subtle as another vehicle veering into one’s lane. Detecting these 541 

deviations from the larger environment is, seemingly, sufficient to allow drivers to detect 542 

hazards, although the speed of the processes we observe suggest that drivers’ representation of 543 

their environments will be imperfectly detailed. Far from this being a problem, it is likely a 544 

benefit because a driver will rarely need to know exactly what a hazard is, but knowing where it 545 

is and how it is moving is essential. However, this does not mean that drivers do not make eye 546 

movements or search for information that they need, merely that more information is available to 547 

them more quickly than accounts in driving research might suggest. Our results pose a 548 
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significant challenge to accounts of driver behavior which assume the driver must actively search 549 

across the visual scene to be able to perceive that something is “wrong” or hazardous, and 550 

require the driver to attend to the hazard before they can be aware of it, much less respond to it.  551 

While acquiring sufficient information for evasion requires a longer view of the road, our 552 

results also indicate that this additional time is far less than might be supposed based on work on 553 

non-emergency handoffs (Samuel et al., 2016), which suggests that drivers will require several 554 

seconds to view the road prior to reassuming control. The speed with which our participants can 555 

understand the scenes they were shown may be accounted for by their level of attention to their 556 

task, and drivers are known to respond to emergency situations similarly quickly (c.f., (Lee, 557 

McGehee, Brown, & Reyes, 2002). However, while the thresholds we report are brief, the 558 

window in our stimuli between the annotated deviation cue and the first visible response are also 559 

brief (1200 ms on average; similar to the duration reported by (Green, 2000) in a meta-analysis 560 

of brake reaction time to unanticipated hazards), suggesting that drivers can notice, understand 561 

and respond to a hazard on this timescale. Critically, the driver only has a limited window in 562 

which to acquire the information they need, understand that information and respond to the 563 

perceived hazard. Given this, the driver may anticipate where potential hazards may occur (as 564 

suggested by results which show expert drivers have different patterns of eye movements than 565 

novice drivers, and that these patterns correspond to changes the driver may need to know about 566 

in the scene (Alberti et al., 2014; Crundall, 2016)), and this knowledge of where to look will 567 

certainly aid them in perceiving the scene (to say nothing of sources of information beyond their 568 

view of the road ahead). However, this process must take place very quickly to begin developing 569 

the degree of awareness necessary to respond to changes in the environment in traditional 570 

driving, because there is no time for a slow process on the road.  571 

However, our results should be considered in their context; that is, the fact that we used a 572 

pair of laboratory-based tasks with hazard prevalences that exceed those of any conceivable road 573 

environment. Our participants were maximally attentive and undistracted, and fully expected to 574 

be shown a variety of hazardous situations, even if they had no specific knowledge of what the 575 

hazards might be or where they might appear in any given scene. More critically, the effect of 576 

prevalence on search performance is well-known (J. M. Wolfe, Horowitz, & Kenner, 2005), and 577 

one might expect our participants to have missed hazards more frequently had they been rare. 578 

However, prevalence effects in the laboratory can be far weaker in more critical tasks, such as 579 
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asking radiologists to look for abnormalities in medical images (Gallas et al., 2019; Gur et al., 580 

2003). For that matter, expertise is a significant factor in hazard detection (Underwood, Ngai, & 581 

Underwood, 2013), which may aid hazard detection and evasion planning. Furthermore, drivers 582 

have multisensory information to draw upon (Spence & Ho, 2008) and do not have to rely on 583 

merely a single view of the road presented for a few hundred milliseconds to detect hazards. That 584 

said, the agreement we see between the reaction time reported by Green and our own suggests 585 

that, these caveats aside, we have been able to probe the perceptual process which underlies 586 

hazard detection. Future work will need to investigate whether our results hold up under low-587 

prevalence conditions, and whether they do translate to actual driver behavior. 588 

Thinking towards how they might translate to the road, a case in which the speed of 589 

detection and response is particularly critical is in the case of unanticipated takeovers in 590 

autonomous vehicles. In these cases, it may not be feasible to give the driver enough time to 591 

fully perceive that a hazard is present; drivers must, if at all possible, be given enough time to 592 

localize the hazard and, if at all possible, to act accordingly. The takeover problem is 593 

compounded by the difference in thresholds we observed as a function of age; while we observed 594 

no difference in reaction time, older drivers required longer to integrate information (Owsley, 595 

2011; Owsley & McGwin, 2010), as shown by the longer thresholds we observed. As a result, it 596 

is unlikely that they would be able to perceive environments as quickly as younger drivers, a fact 597 

which should be accounted for when timing handoff events of all types in autonomous vehicles 598 

and that urges a cautious approach to developing this technology. Our results show that hazards 599 

in real-world road scenes can, under certain conditions, be perceived and acted upon quickly, 600 

suggesting that drivers can acquire some of the information necessary for these tasks using the 601 

gist of the scene. This requires input from across the visual field (B. Wolfe, Dobres, Rosenholtz, 602 

& Reimer, 2017). Models of driver behavior should account for this ability, and for the speed 603 

with which the visual system acquires information, although it is also necessary to consider the 604 

disruption to the driver’s state and representation of the world in unanticipated handoffs. Future 605 

applied research on this question may need to consider what kinds of takeover events exist on the 606 

road, and the implications for our results on drivers’ ability to reassert control across the lifespan. 607 

In scene perception more generally, future work should further characterize what information 608 

humans can acquire on this brief timescale, and how that information, together with the task, 609 

directs eye movements to gather further information from the scene. 610 
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